Background {#Sec1}
==========

The tone of voice, or *prosody*, of others is an important cue to understand their affective states. During a social interaction, prosody is key to accurately determining the emotion that others are experiencing (Banse & Scherer, [@CR3]). Even very young infants are capable of recognizing the different intonations of their mothers (Fernald, [@CR9]; Fernald & Morikawa, [@CR10]). Clinical conditions, however, can alter both the production and the recognition of intonation. For instance, atypical emotional prosody has long been considered a hallmark of autism, a neurodevelopmental condition marked by deficits in social communication and interaction (Asperger, [@CR2]; Kanner, [@CR21]). Abnormal tone of voice was noted as the primary contributor to the perceived oddness of people with autism during social interaction (Paul et al., [@CR28]; Van Bourgondien & Woods, [@CR38]), and thus puts them at risk of social exclusion. In addition, many studies have reported a deficit in emotional prosody perception in people with autism (Globerson, Amir, Kishon-Rabin, & Golan, [@CR13]; Golan, Baron-Cohen, Hill, & Rutherford, [@CR14]; Rutherford, Baron-Cohen, & Wheelwright, [@CR32]), which could explain some of their social difficulties. Learning how to recognize and apply emotional prosody is hence a common challenge for people with autism, and an important skill to train in order to increase their chance of social inclusion.

Training recognition and production of prosody in autism {#Sec2}
--------------------------------------------------------

This study is part of a larger project in which the authors (and additional collaborators) developed and evaluated an educational online game to train autistic children 5--10 years old to recognize and produce emotional prosody.

In this article, we report the production and validation of the *EU-Emotion Voice Database*, a unique and large set of emotional vocal stimuli that were used as training material for the activities aimed at helping children with autism recognize and express emotions in the vocal modality. The EU-Emotion Voice Database also served in the development of a *voice analyzer* (Marchi et al., [@CR25])*.* This voice analyzer was trained with the EU-Emotion voice stimuli---via machine learning---to become able to discern the properties of an emotional voice necessary for a particular emotion to be identified by a human listener. Finally, we used the EU-Emotion Voice Database to provide a pool of validated emotional voice stimuli for a psychology experiment investigating differences in emotional prosody recognition between children with and without autism in the UK, Sweden, and Israel (Fridenson-Hayo et al., [@CR12]).

The EU-Emotion Voice Database {#Sec3}
-----------------------------

The features of the EU-Emotion Voice Database differ from those of other existing emotional voice databases (see Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} for an overview of published emotional voice databases) in several ways. First, it includes emotional vocal stimuli for 20 different emotions (plus neutral), whereas most databases are limited to fewer emotions (Bänziger, Mortillaro, & Scherer, [@CR4]; Hawk, Van Kleef, Fischer, & Van Der Schalk, [@CR17]). Most previous emotional voice databases have included at least some of the six basic emotions (fear, anger, surprise, sadness, happiness, and disgust), because those emotions are thought to reflect innate and culturally universal emotion categories (Ekman & Friesen, [@CR8]). However, complex/subtle emotions, which may be culturally dependent and mastered later in life, have rarely been included to any substantial extent in previous emotional voice databases (see Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). The presence of several subtle/complex emotions in this database, in addition to the basic six, is hence novel, unique, and important to the study of emotions, as it permits investigation of emotion recognition abilities for complex/subtle emotions expressed through the voice alone.Table 1Summary of the main characteristics of a selection of published emotional databases from 1996 to 2016AuthorsYearEmotionsLanguageStimulus TypeActorsJudgesRatingsBanse & Scherer199614 (hot anger, cold anger, panic fear, anxiety, despair, sadness, elation, happiness, interest, boredom, shame, pride, disgust, and contempt)NAMeaningless sentences composed of phonemes from Indo-European languages but resembling speech12 actors (6 females)12accuracyPolzin & Waibel19984 (happiness, sadness, anger, fear)1 (English)50 sentences per emotion5 acting students"subjects"accuracyPereira20004 (happiness, sadness, hot anger, cold anger + neutral)1 (English)40 sentences per emotion2 actors31arousal, pleasure, and powerScherer20005 (fear, disgust, joy, sadness, anger)NA2 sentences in an artificial language made by a phonetician4 actors20accuracyAbelin & Allwood20008 (joy, surprise, sadness, fear, shyness, anger, dominance, disgust)1 (Swedish)1 sentence with neutral content1 male speaker35accuracy (free choice)Niimi, Kasamatsu, Nishimoto, & Araki20013 (anger, sadness, joy)1 (Japanese)Vowel--consonant--vowel (VCV) segments from 400 sentences with neutral content1 male speaker12accuracySchröder200310 (admiration, threat, disgust, elation, boredom, relief, startle, worry, contempt, hot anger)1 (German)nonspeech utterances6 speakers (3 females)20accuracy, arousal, valence, controlScherer & Ellgring200714 (hot anger, cold anger, panic fear, anxiety, despair, sadness, elation, happiness, interest, boredom, shame, pride, disgust, contempt)NA2 sentences in artificial language made by a phonetician12 actors (6 females)NANABelin, Fillion-Bilodeau, & Gosselin20088 (anger, disgust, fear, pain, sadness, surprise, happiness, pleasure+neutral)NA1 short emotional interjection (\"ah\") per emotion10 actors (5 females)30accuracy, valence, arousal, intensityHawk, Van Kleef, Fischer, & Van Der Schalk20099 (anger, contempt, disgust, embarrassment, fear, joy, pride, sadness, surprise, + neutral)1 (Dutch)nonlinguistic affect vocalization and speech-embedded expressions of emotions8 acting students (4 females)121accuracyPell, Paulmann, Dara, Alasseri, & Kotz20096 (joy, sadness, anger, fear, disgust, pleasant surprise + neutral)4 (Spanish, English, German, Arabic)pseudo-utterances ("nonsense speech")4 native speakers with "amateur experience in acting or public speaking" (2 females) per language61accuracyBänzinger, Mortillaro, & Scherer201218 (joy, amusement, pride, pleasure, relief, interest, panic fear, despair, cold anger, anxiety, sadness, disgust, contempt, shame, admiration, tenderness, surprise)NA2 pseudo-speech sentences and a nonverbal utterance10 actors (5 females)20accuracy, intensityLiu & Pell20126 (joy, sadness, anger, fear, disgust, pleasant surprise + neutral)1 (Mandarin Chinese)pseudo-utterances ("nonsense speech")4 native speakers (2 females)24accuracy, intensity

Second, the database contains emotional voice stimuli, portrayed by a total of 54 actors across a wide age span and across three languages, resulting in a total of more than 2,000 validated stimuli. The inclusion of emotional voice stimuli in three different languages (British English, Swedish, and Hebrew) is another novel aspect of the EU-Emotion Voice Database, as most previous emotion voice databases had stimuli in one language only (see Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Thus, the EU-Emotion Voice Stimuli could be useful for studying emotion perception from vocal cues cross-culturally as a way to shed light on the aspects of emotional prosody that are culture specific, and those that are universal.

Naturally, when creating a large database including a wide range of emotional expressions with the purpose of training children with autism, it is crucial to assess the degree with which each stimulus conveys the intended emotion. Therefore, all the stimuli in the EU-Emotion Voice Database were validated by typically developing adults for emotion recognition accuracy and perceived emotional valence, intensity, and arousal. (For similar validation approaches on vocal emotional stimuli, see Schr[ö]{.ul}der, [@CR35], and Belin, Fillion-Bilodeau, & Gosselin, [@CR5].) Here we report the validation results of those stimuli, so as to make them available to the wider scientific community.

Finally, although the EU-Emotion Voice Database is a large and unique pool of stimuli in its own right, it is part of a larger emotional stimulus database, the *EU-Emotion Stimulus Set*.[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"} This includes emotional stimuli expressed in the visual modality (facial expressions, body language, and social scenes[2](#Fn2){ref-type="fn"}; see O'Reilly et al., [@CR27]). Only one previous database has contained both audio and visual emotional stimuli (Bänziger et al., [@CR4]), but it does not include social-scene stimuli that provide the contextual cues that are potentially important to recognize certain complex emotions.

Method {#Sec4}
======

Voice stimuli creation {#Sec5}
----------------------

### Actors {#Sec6}

Three sets of healthy actors (*N* = 18 per site, nine females) were recruited to express the different emotions.[3](#Fn3){ref-type="fn"} The actors in each set were either native speakers of British English, Swedish, or Hebrew. Their age ranged from 10 to 70 years in the UK, and 9 to 67 years in Sweden and 11 to 72 in Israel (see Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). The actors were recruited from professional acting agencies or drama schools within the three countries. Trained researchers from each site guided the actors through their performance.Table 2Demographic tables for (a) the British actors, (b) the Swedish actors, and (c) the Israeli actorsa)b)c)UKSwedenIsraelActor CodeAgeGenderScriptMean CCRActor CodeAgeGenderScriptMean CCRActor CodeAgeGenderA19FemaleA48%AF04A118FemaleA28%Ai20FemaleB37FemaleB39%AF02B127FemaleB44%Bi36FemaleC31MaleA36%AF01A139FemaleA40%Ci35MaleD27FemaleB47%AF05B244FemaleB48%Di29FemaleE70FemaleA36%AF03A267FemaleA34%Ei72FemaleG15FemaleB39%AM01B118MaleBNA\*Fi12FemaleH62MaleA28%AM04B231MaleB46%Gi15FemaleK30MaleA37%AM02A145MaleA33%Hi68MaleM37MaleB45%AM03A265MaleANA\*Ii11MaleN42FemaleA37%YF03B18FemaleB27%Ji12MaleO21FemaleA37%YF02A111FemaleA38%Ki35MaleF10FemaleB32%YF01B212FemaleB37%Li11MaleI11MaleB42%YF04A214FemaleA30%Mi37MaleJ12MaleB42%YM01B19MaleB35%Ni42FemaleL12MaleB37%YM05B29MaleB52%Oi19FemaleP12MaleB44%YM04B113MaleB44%Pi13MaleQ10FemaleA36%YM02A214MaleA28%Qi12FemaleS11MaleB35%YM03A114MaleA26%Ri11MaleEach actor portrayed a subset of emotions (either set A or set B, each including ten emotional states) such that each emotion is portrayed by a subset of actors. The two sets were randomly distributed among the actors as follows: *UK*---Script A: 5 females, 3 males, 1 child, 7 adults (18+); Script B: 4 females, 6 males, 7 children, 3 adults (18+). *Sweden*---Script A: 5 females, 4 males, 4 children, 5 adults (18+); Script B: 5 males, 4 females, 5 children, 4 adults (18+). *Israel*---Script A: 5 females, 4 males, 4 child, 5 adults (18+); Script B: 4 females, 5 males, 4 children, 5 adults (18+). CCR, chance-corrected recognition rate. \*None of the stimuli were kept in the database for this actor, due to poor quality

### Emotions {#Sec7}

The emotional voices in the EU-Emotion Stimulus Set include 20 emotional states (*afraid*, *angry*, *ashamed*, *bored*, *disappointed*, *disgusted*, *excited*, *frustrated*, *happy*, *hurt*, *interested*, *jealous*,[4](#Fn4){ref-type="fn"}*joking*, *kind*, *proud*, *sad*, *sneaky*,[5](#Fn5){ref-type="fn"}*surprised*, *unfriendly*, *worried*) and the *neutral* state. These 20 emotional states were selected from originally 27 by autism experts (*n* = 47) and parents of children with autism (*n* = 88), who perceived them as the most important states for social interaction (see Lundqvist et al., [@CR24]).

### Scripts {#Sec8}

There were two different scripts for the sentences to be read by the actors (see the supplementary materials, Table [A](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}). These voice scripts were first written in English and then translated to Swedish and Hebrew, using back-translation. Each of those two scripts contained both semantically neutral and semantically emotional sentences for the ten emotional states. The sentences contained two to ten words apiece (mean = 4.64, *SD* = 1.14). Each actor was assigned to one script (i.e., one set of emotional state), and thus produced both semantically neutral and semantically emotional sentences. The semantically neutral sentences were produced for all different emotions, but the semantically emotional sentences only in the compatible emotion. For each sentence, the actors produced three items or exemplars. The same protocol was used across the three sites.

### Recordings {#Sec9}

In the UK and in Sweden, the six basic emotions (anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, and surprise) were portrayed at high and low intensity. The other 14 complex emotional states were expressed at a high intensity only. The following example instruction was given to help guide the intensity of expression across all modalities: "High Intensity---In this situation, you are quite angry, not a little angry, not very angry, but quite and unmistakably angry." In Israel, the actors were asked to express the emotions naturally, with no separate expressions of high and low intensity (and no explicit instruction). Each actor portrayed only a subset of the ten emotional states (three basic and seven complex). The ten emotional states portrayed by each actor depended on the script they had been assigned (see the supplementary materials, Table [A](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}), and the two scripts were enacted by equal numbers of actors with comparable distributions of gender and age (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). The members of the research team provided feedback throughout to guide the actors' performances. A total of 4,781 voice stimuli (British English *k* = 1,569, Swedish *k* = 1,574, Hebrew *k* = 1,638) were recorded in a soundproof studio at each site.

Voice stimuli validation process {#Sec10}
--------------------------------

### Stimulus selection {#Sec11}

#### UK {#FPar1}

The actors recorded each script three times, and the best portrayal the actor made of that script was selected by the recording company, under the supervision of a trained researcher, to go through for validation. This procedure resulted in the discarding of 56% of the originally recorded stimuli and in the selection of 695 stimuli.

#### Sweden {#FPar2}

A large proportion of the stimuli (36%) were also discarded in the Swedish sample, due to low acting quality. Similar to the UK, the best portrayals that an actor made of each script was kept, and poor-quality portrayals were discarded. The selection of the stimuli was conducted by the two experienced psychologists involved in the recording of all voice stimuli. This resulted in the selection of 1,011 stimuli.

#### Israel {#FPar3}

All recorded stimuli were judged by three members of the Israeli research team. Only those unanimously judged as clearly depicting the target emotion were kept for the validation procedure (72%). This resulted in the selection of 453 stimuli.

### Survey design {#Sec12}

The survey structure was first developed in British English and then translated into Swedish and Hebrew (using back-translation) by two native speakers for each language who were also fluent in British English. A total of 84 surveys were distributed (20 in the UK, 30 in Sweden, and 34 in Israel). The online surveys were constructed in such a way that the emotional states were evenly distributed across surveys (to ensure that each emotion category was represented in each survey) and included 34--35 voice stimuli in Sweden and the UK, and 16--18 stimuli in Israel. Each stimulus appeared in one survey only. Each survey took approximately 30 min to complete, and each survey responder responded to only one survey. For each stimulus, survey responders were asked (1) to discriminate the emotion expressed by the voice among six possible choices and (2) to assess the expressed emotion on arousal, valence, and intensity (in the UK and Sweden).

The six possible choices in the discrimination task included the target emotion and five distractors. Among those five distractors were four emotions and a "none-of-the-above" option. The "none-of-the-above" option was proposed in accordance with Frank and Stennett ([@CR11]) and O'Reilly et al. ([@CR27]), to avoid the possibility of agreement artifacts.[6](#Fn6){ref-type="fn"} The four emotions operating as distractors were carefully selected among the 20 possible emotional states to make the task equally difficult for all target emotions. Lundqvist et al. ([@CR24]) were able to create a similarity/dissimilarity matrix for those 20 emotional states. This matrix was established from over 700 participants rating the similarity/dissimilarity of each of the 20 emotions/mental states involved here against all of the other 20 emotions/mental states. Using this matrix, we classified different ranges of similarity (corresponding to very similar, quite similar, quite dissimilar, and very dissimilar) for each target emotion and selected one distractor emotion in each of those ranges (see emotion similarity/dissimilarity matrix in the [supplementary material](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} for details). Importantly, each emotion had an equal chance to be selected as a distractor.

In the UK and Sweden, the dimension analysis of each emotional recording included (a) a question about *valence* ("how positive or negative is this emotional expression?") that was rated between 1 (*very negative*) and 5 (*very positive*), (b) a question about *arousal* ("how strongly does this emotion make you feel?") that was rated between 1 (*not at all*) and 5 (*very strongly*) and (c) a question about *intensity* ("how intense is this emotional expression?") that was rated between 1 (*calm*) and 5 (*high intensity*).

Participants {#Sec13}
------------

Altogether, a total of 1,739 complete responses were recorded from the three data collection sites (UK: *n* = 427 \[283 females\]; Sweden: *n* = 632 \[405 females\]; Israel: *n* = 461 \[309 females\]). A minimum of 20 survey-responders/participants completed each survey (per data collection site). The average age of the participants was 38 years (range: 18--90) in the UK, 46 years (range: 17--80) in Sweden, and 32 years in Israel (range: 18--79). Participants were recruited using existing research participant databases and university mailing lists, as well as through online resources.

Data treatment and analysis {#Sec14}
---------------------------

A raw recognition rate was computed separately for each individual emotional recording. Given that there were six response options, this score was then adjusted for the chance rate using Cohen's kappa \[chance-corrected recognition rate = (proportion of raw correct -- (1/6)/(5/6)\], as had been the case in previous work of similar nature (Tottenham et al., [@CR37], and O'Reilly et al., [@CR27]). When the chance-corrected emotion recognition rates (CCRs) were below 0, they were adjusted to 0. We also calculated whether the target emotion was selected above chance with a binomial test for each stimulus. We report the raw emotion recognition rates, the *p* values for the binomial tests, the CCRs, and the measures of emotional valence, intensity, and arousal (when available) in stimulus item level tables (Table [B](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"} for the UK, Table [C](#MOESM4){ref-type="media"} for Sweden, and Table [D](#MOESM5){ref-type="media"} for Israel) in the supplementary materials. We also report averaged recognition rates (and dimension ratings, when available) across stimuli and respondents for each emotion (and each intensity level, when applicable) and each site in emotion level tables (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} for the UK, Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} for Sweden, and Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} for Israel; a graphical summary can be found in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}).[7](#Fn7){ref-type="fn"} In addition, using Pearson's correlations, we calculated the intercorrelations between CCRs and ratings of intensity, valence, and arousal for Sweden and the UK overall (Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}) and for each emotion (Table [7](#Tab7){ref-type="table"}). The data could not be compared across sites due to variation in the experimental conditions, and particularly in the number, age, and sex of the respondents. Finally, we calculated for each site and each emotion category the duration of the emotional voice stimuli (supplementary materials, Table [F](#MOESM7){ref-type="media"}).Table 3Summary of the validation data in the UK, including the mean, range, and median of the chance-corrected recognition rates (CCRs), as well as the mean valence, arousal, and intensity for the 20 emotions (and neutral) portrayed by British actors (per intensity of expression, when applicable)EmotionExpressed IntensityN\
StimuliN\
RespondentsChance-Corrected Accuracy (%)Mean Emotional RatingsMean (SD)RangeMedianIntensity (SD)Valence (SD)Arousal (SD)AfraidLow1021323 (30)0--89113.32 (0.34)2.19 (0.39)3.02 (0.30)High3064229 (30)0--94233.46 (0.38)2.21 (0.40)3.23 (0.31)AngryLow1021116 (17)0--4893.11 (0.33)2.45 (0.19)3.02 (0.37)High3575040 (29)0--95433.56 (0.49)2.29 (0.32)3.24 (0.41)AshamedHigh2961222 (31)0--8803.13 (0.37)2.27 (0.29)3.01 (0.31)BoredHigh3370438 (29)0--84403.25 (0.35)2.31 (0.37)2.99 (0.28)DisappointedHigh2451856 (33)0--95583.23 (0.43)2.33 (0.39)3.06 (0.32)DisgustedLow816858 (29)0--88653.48 (0.32)2.19 (0.44)3.08 (0.32)High2962045 (35)0--94483.51 (0.30)2.29 (0.50)3.26 (0.31)ExcitedHigh3574750 (31)0--95543.65 (0.35)3.73 (0.56)3.37 (0.32)FrustratedHigh2757860 (26)0--100603.58 (0.45)2.33 (0.28)3.19 (0.39)HappyLow49024 (24)0--53323.00 (0.33)3.58 (0.27)2.80 (0.31)High4289034 (33)0--100223.39 (0.43)3.44 (0.62)3.12 (0.42)HurtHigh2655540 (32)0--94463.33 (0.33)2.32 (0.32)3.21 (0.35)InterestedHigh3472446 (32)0--100473.22 (0.38)3.39 (0.42)2.93 (0.32)JealousHigh2553717 (24)0--7143.50 (0.32)2.14 (0.29)3.20 (0.30)JokingHigh3063344 (32)0--89463.27 (0.36)3.57 (0.40)3.04 (0.35)KindHigh3677022 (29)0--8273.27 (0.27)3.57 (0.39)3.04 (0.30)ProudHigh3574740 (34)0--100463.16 (0.33)3.64 (0.43)3.03 (0.37)SadLow1021238 (31)0--88323.12 (0.45)2.41 (0.49)2.94 (0.46)High3166243 (27)0--90473.08 (0.42)2.44 (0.41)2.98 (0.38)SneakyHigh2348744 (32)0--100522.92 (0.46)2.78 (0.36)2.77 (0.36)SurprisedLow1225563 (18)29--82703.22 (0.40)3.41 (0.47)2.97 (0.40)High2451646 (24)0--89493.58 (0.41)3.36 (0.49)3.29 (0.42)UnfriendlyHigh3268125 (23)0--76273.09 (0.48)2.41 (0.49)2.97 (0.49)WorriedHigh2860567 (19)15--94713.55 (0.44)2.28 (0.26)3.24 (0.38)NeutralHigh3370933 (20)0--70292.45 (0.33)2.72 (0.28)2.43 (0.33)SD refers to the standard deviationTable 4Summary of the validation data in Sweden, including the mean, range, and median of the chance-corrected recognition rates (CCRs), as well as the mean valence, arousal, and intensity for the 19 emotions (and neutral) portrayed by Swedish actors (per intensity of expression, when applicable)EmotionExpressed IntensityN\
StimuliN\
RespondentsChance-Corrected Accuracy (%)Mean Emotional RatingsMean (SD)RangeMedianIntensity (SD)Valence (SD)Arousal (SD)AfraidLow3982424 (27)0--95142.33 (0.23)2.85 (0.27)2.73 (0.27)High471,00318 (23)0--8442.22 (0.26)2.90 (0.36)2.73 (0.35)AngryLow521,09243 (27)0--100472.22 (0.30)3.10 (0.38)2.80 (0.29)High621,32159 (28)0--100672.20 (0.37)3.40 (0.55)3.03 (0.44)AshamedHigh2962534 (31)0--84202.36 (0.19)2.68 (0.26)2.69 (0.23)BoredHigh3984160 (20)10--94662.21 (0.27)2.63 (0.31)2.54 (0.25)DisappointedHigh2348461 (22)0--95642.39 (0.22)2.71 (0.27)2.61 (0.21)DisgustedLow3577131 (33)0--89182.29 (0.25)2.82 (0.32)2.61 (0.29)High4696430 (38)0--10032.33 (0.30)3.02 (0.32)2.76 (0.26)ExcitedHigh451,00744 (20)0--84463.38 (0.50)3.43 (0.39)2.91 (0.31)FrustratedHigh2245963 (25)7--94732.25 (0.23)2.94 (0.54)2.61 (0.37)HappyLow4189215 (24)0--7003.19 (0.47)2.94 (0.30)2.70 (0.30)High521,08619 (28)0--9513.32 (0.65)3.19 (0.36)2.91 (0.28)HurtHigh2960650 (35)0--95642.30 (0.23)2.80 (0.32)2.81 (0.29)InterestedHigh2552343 (23)0--84493.26 (0.45)3.05 (0.37)2.70 (0.30)JealousHigh2655318 (26)0--7402.23 (0.27)2.88 (0.36)2.67 (0.23)JokingHigh4493023 (26)0--82103.18 (0.39)2.95 (0.27)2.69 (0.26)KindHigh4492417 (21)0--7683.34 (0.40)2.73 (0.32)2.68 (0.27)ProudHigh2860936 (28)0--89353.21 (0.43)2.92 (0.38)2.69 (0.30)SadLow511,08248 (25)0--89542.25 (0.26)2.73 (0.31)2.74 (0.30)High481,00853 (27)0--94582.14 (0.26)2.88 (0.39)2.82 (0.32)SurprisedLow2757240 (28)0--83483.14 (0.40)2.90 (0.31)2.69 (0.25)High3776945 (27)0--90523.22 (0.50)3.08 (0.36)2.83 (0.25)UnfriendlyHigh531,11926 (25)0--88182.27 (0.31)2.93 (0.35)2.77 (0.31)WorriedHigh2861454 (20)0--89562.41 (0.21)2.85 (0.40)2.67 (0.31)NeutralHigh3982413 (13)0--49132.53 (0.28)2.47 (0.26)2.45 (0.21)SD refers to the standard deviationTable 5Summary of the validation data in Israel, including the mean, range, and median of the chance-corrected recognition rates (CCRs) for the 19 emotions portrayed by Israeli actorsEmotion*N* Stimuli*N* RespondentsChance Corrected Accuracy (%)Mean (*SD*)RangeMedianAfraid3879747 (33)0--10050Angry4186771 (25)0--10078Ashamed919738 (32)0--8245Bored1020537 (33)0--9040Disappointed612361 (39)4--10072Disgusted4898946 (37)0--10040Excited1022562 (29)14--10067Frustrated1634265 (31)0--10078Happy4083234 (33)0--10023Hurt1225632 (36)0--8919Interested1633056 (37)0--10055Joking3059858 (29)0--10060Kind2347330 (30)0--9524Proud1838350 (33)0--10049Sad4187463 (35)0--10079Sneaky1329365 (33)0--10064Surprised4288057 (28)0--10065Unfriendly2347150 (23)2--8752Worried1736272 (26)10--10075*SD* refers to the standard deviationFig. 1Chance-corrected emotion recognition scores obtained for each emotion and each level of intensity (high, low; when applicable) in the UK (**a**), Sweden (**b**), and Israel (**c**)Table 6Summary of intercorrelations between (chance-corrected) recognition scores and valence, arousal, and intensity ratings in (a) the UK and (b) Swedena)UKRecognitionIntensityValenceArousalRecognition.287^\*\*\*^.033.289^\*\*\*^Intensity-- .001.836^\*\*\*^Valence.071Arousalb)SWEDENRecognitionIntensityValenceArousalRecognition.36^\*\*\*^-- .10^\*\*^.35^\*\*\*^Intensity.22^\*\*\*^.79^\*\*\*^Valence.14^\*\*\*^ArousalThe tables indicate Pearson's correlation coefficients and *p* values for significant relationships between the variables: ^\*^*p* \< .05, ^\*\*^*p* \< .05, ^\*\*\*^*p* \< .001Table 7Summary of correlations between (chance-corrected) recognition scores and valence, arousal, and intensity ratings in (a) the UK and (b) SwedenThe tables indicates Pearson's correlation coefficients and *p* values. Significant *p* values are indicated in light blue (*p* \< .05)

Result and discussion {#Sec15}
=====================

UK {#Sec16}
--

An overview of the CCRs and emotional rating scores can be found in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} for each emotion and each intensity level (for basic emotions only). The individual data for each voice stimulus that underwent validation in the UK is available in the supplementary material (Table [B](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}). The overall CCR for all emotion categories combined was 39% (*SD*: 31%). This indicates that recognizing an emotion from another's voice is relatively difficult (as a point of comparison O'Reilly et al., [@CR27], found a CCR of 63% for recognizing emotions from faces) and variable across stimuli. This variability was apparent both across emotion categories and within an emotion category. Indeed, among the emotions expressed at normal intensity, some were particularly well recognized. This was the case for negative emotions such as *worried* (mean = 67%, *SD* = 19%, median = 71%), *frustrated* (mean = 60%, *SD* = 26%, median = 60%), and *disappointed* (mean = 53%, *SD* = 33%, median = 58%). On the contrary, *kind* (mean = 23%, *SD* = 29%, median = 7%), *ashamed* (mean = 22%, *SD* = 31%, median = 3%), and *jealous* (mean = 17%, *SD* = 24%, median = 4%) had notably low CCRs. Many of the actors who portrayed the UK emotional voices also portrayed (separately) emotions in the face, body, and social context modalities for the EU-Emotion Stimulus Set (O'Reilly et al., [@CR27]). Interestingly, O'Reilly and colleagues also found low CCRs for *kind* and *jealous* expressed through facial emotions (9% and 13%, respectively) and for *jealous* expressed through body language (3%), which was in contrast to the relatively high CCRs when those emotions were represented in social context (61% for *kind* and 44% for *jealous*). This suggests that those emotions are difficult to recognize when simply considering the expressive channels of others and are best recognized in context.

In addition, the CCRs of voice stimuli ranged from 0% to above 80% for most emotions, which indicates that the recognizability of the EU-Emotion voice stimuli within an emotion category was highly variable. As is apparent in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}, the effect of expressed intensity is not entirely clear here. Some emotions were recognized better when expressed at low intensity (e.g., *disgusted* and *surprised*), whereas others were recognized better when expressed at high intensity (e.g., *angry* and *happy*). This may be because some emotions (e.g., sadness) are naturally expressed with low-intensity voices, whereas other emotions (e.g., anger) are typically associated with high-intensity voices (e.g., Gopinath, Sheeba, & Nair, [@CR16]), and by producing two levels of intensity per emotions, we may have created congruent and incongruent conditions. The results for the voice stimuli contrast with the results for the EU-Emotion face stimuli, in that those were recognized better at high intensity (O'Reilly et al., [@CR27]). However, these results should be interpreted cautiously, given the smaller number of emotions expressed at low than at high intensity. Nevertheless, as is shown in Table [6a](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}, when all emotions were taken together, CCRs were strongly correlated with ratings of intensity and arousal (themselves correlated) but not with ratings of valence in the UK. This suggests that high perceived intensity and arousal are associated with increased accuracy in recognizing emotions in the vocal modality. However, no correlations between the CCRs and emotional ratings were found for *ashamed*, *bored*, *disappointed*, *jealous*, *sneaky*, and *joking* emotional voices (see Table [7a](#Tab7){ref-type="table"}).

Sweden {#Sec17}
------

An overview of the CCRs and emotional rating scores can be found in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} for each emotion and each intensity (for basic emotions only). The individual data for each voice stimulus that underwent validation in Sweden are available in the supplementary material (Table [C](#MOESM4){ref-type="media"}). The overall mean CCR for the Swedish voice stimuli (all emotional categories confounded) was 37% (*SD* = 31%). This approaches the UK overall CCR very closely and confirms the difficulty of recognizing emotions from the voice of others as well as the variation in recognizability of the EU-Emotion voice stimuli. Further exemplifying this variability, Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} shows that the CCRs of voice stimuli ranged from 0% to more than 80% within most emotional categories in Sweden. Nevertheless, among emotions expressed at high intensity, *frustrated*, *disappointed*, and *bored* were particularly well recognized (*frustrated*: mean = 63%, *SD* = 25%, median = 73%; *disappointed*: mean = 61%, *SD* = 22%, median = 64%; *bored*: mean = 60%, *SD* = 20%, median = 66%) whereas *jealous*, *kind*, and *neutral* were particularly poorly recognized (*jealous*: mean = 18%, *SD* = 26%, median = 0%; *kind* = mean = 17%, *SD* = 21%, median = 8%; *neutral*: mean = 13%, *SD* = 13%, median = 13%). This pattern of results is similar to that from the UK, in which *frustrated* and *disappointed* were also among the three best-recognized emotions, whereas *jealous* and *kind* among the three worst-recognized emotions.

However, unlike in the UK, the CCRs of basic emotions were not dramatically influenced by their levels of expression, except for *angry* voices, which were recognized better at high than at low intensity (see Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}). Finally, the correlation analyses showed strong positive correlations between the CCRs and arousal/intensity. This indicates that the higher the perceived intensity/arousal in the voice stimulus, the better the recognition of the expressed emotion in Sweden (see Table [6b](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}). However, no correlations between the CCRs and emotional ratings were found for *bored*, *disappointed*, and *joking* emotional voices (see Table [7b](#Tab7){ref-type="table"}).

Israel {#Sec18}
------

An overview of the CCRs and emotional rating scores can be found in Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} for each emotion expressed at normal intensity. The individual data for each voice stimulus that underwent validation in Israel are available in the supplementary material (Table [D](#MOESM5){ref-type="media"}). Across all Israeli voice stimuli, the CCR was 53% (*SD* = 33%), which is better than the overall CCRs for the UK and Sweden (means = 39% and 37%, respectively). This might be partly due to the absence of low-intensity emotional recordings in Israel, given that low levels of intensity were associated with lower recognition rates for certain emotions in Sweden and the UK, or due to the much higher initial rejection rate of recordings that were accepted for validation in Israel. It could also be due to the fact that the Hebrew actors portrayed a more spontaneous emotion than the British and Swedish actors, since they were not given the instruction to differentiate two levels of speech intensity. There was as much variability as in the UK and Sweden, though, as is shown by CCRs ranging from 0% to 100% for most emotion categories. However, some emotions were recognized particularly well as categories. This was the case for *angry* (mean = 71%, *SD* = 25%, median = 78%), *frustrated* (mean = 65%, *SD* = 31%, median = 78%), and *worried* (mean = 72%, *SD* = 26%, median = 75%). On the contrary, *kind* (mean = 30%, *SD* = 30%, median = 24%), *hurt* (mean = 32%, *SD* = 36%, median = 19%), and *happy* (mean = 34%, *SD* = 33%, median = 23%) were particularly poorly recognized. This is in accordance with the other sites, where *kind* had a particularly low CCR and *frustrated* had a particularly high CCR, which suggests that the ability to convey those emotions through the voice is stable across sites.

Discussion {#Sec19}
==========

The EU-Emotion Voice Database is a validated collection of 2,159 emotional voice stimuli in three different languages (695 in British English, 1,011 in Swedish, and 453 in Hebrew), which makes it the largest emotional voice database available for scientific use to date. The overall recognition scores for the emotional voice stimuli sets we found (mean CCR: 39% in the UK, 37% in Sweden, and 53% in Israel) were lower than the overall recognition scores reported by some previous emotional voice databases using sentences (means = 70%, 65.4%, and 72.25% in Polzin & Waibel, [@CR31], when accuracy was determined, respectively by human performance, an emotion acoustic dependent model, and an emotion-dependent suprasegmental model). This is particularly the case for the auditory stimuli depicting the happy and afraid emotional states (happy: 60 or 94% in Polzin & Waibel, [@CR31] \[depending on the computerized model used\] and 19%--34% in our study \[depending on the site\]; afraid: 73% or 60% in Polzin & Waibel, [@CR31] \[depending on the computerized model used\] and 18%--47% in our study \[depending on the site\]).[8](#Fn8){ref-type="fn"} However, Polzin and Waibel ([@CR31]) only had four basic emotional states (happiness, sadness, anger, and fear) and the neutral state. In contrast, we had 20 emotional states (plus neutral), including many complex ones. Our use of numerous complex emotional states could explain our overall lower recognition scores, as those emotional states are typically harder to recognize from a single perceptual channel than are the basic emotional states. For instance, we found that the complex emotions *kind* and *jealous* were among the three most difficult emotions to recognize across all three sites (*kind*: mean CCRs of 22% in the UK, 17% in Sweden, and 30% in Israel; *jealous*: mean CCRs of 17% in the UK and 18% in Sweden[9](#Fn9){ref-type="fn"}). In addition, Banse and Scherer ([@CR3]) included 14 emotional states (basic and complex) in their database and found an overall mean recognition score of 48%, which is intermediate between the one we observed (with 20 emotions and neutral) and the one reported by Polzin and Waibel (with only four basic emotions and neutral). This further supports the idea that the decreased mean recognition score observed here in comparison to some emotional voice databases was due to our inclusion of many complex emotions, which are more difficult to recognize than basic ones.

Nevertheless, the overall recognition score we observed here for emotions expressed in the auditory modality was lower than the overall emotion recognition score reported by O'Reilly et al. ([@CR27]) for emotions expressed in the visual modality, even though those authors used the same 20 emotional states (mean = 63% for the facial modality, 77% in the bodily modality, and 72% for social scenes), as well as a similar age range and gender distribution for their actors and survey responders. This might suggest that it is harder to recognize emotions from others' voices than from visual cues, a theory that future studies might investigate further. However, it is noteworthy that the lower emotion recognition scores for stimuli in the auditory modality that we found in the present validation study could also simply be due to our inclusion in the database of voice stimuli with low recognition scores and voice stimuli featuring both semantically emotional sentences and semantically neutral sentences (the latter being relatively hard to produce and recognize). Finally, the emotion stimuli expressed in the visual modality were also longer in duration than the ones expressed in the auditory modality (2--52 s, as opposed to 0.5--4.5 s in the auditory modality).

There is some evidence that vocal bursts convey emotion better than do sentences (mean recognition score of 81% in Scherer, [@CR33] \[ten emotions\]; see also Hawk et al., [@CR17]). As a result, and also to avoid the linguistic barriers typically associated with the use of sentences, most contemporary databases have applied emotional intonations to vocal bursts rather than to sentences (see Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). In this database, however, sentences were used. This atypical choice was constrained by our need to use our emotional voice stimuli for training purposes (i.e., as part of the educational online game). We believe, though, that it contributes to the high ecological validity of our database. Indeed, prosody is in fact the *melody of speech*, and thus most often is associated with organized speech (sentences) in real life. In addition, the recognition of complex emotions may require stimuli of longer duration than those usually provided through emotional bursts, which we provided through spoken sentences.

Emotion recognition accuracy was variable not only across emotion categories in the EU-Emotion Voice Database, but also within emotion categories. Indeed, within most emotion categories at all three sites, the recognition scores for voice stimuli ranged from 0% to over 80%, which reflects heterogeneity in the recognizability of the voice stimuli included in this database. The stimuli recognized with very little accuracy might, however, be useful for the purpose of machine learning, since, to become more efficient and precise, digital devices need to be trained with emotional stimuli recognized with a good accuracy (as examples that should be recognized by the system), but also with emotional stimuli recognized with poor accuracy (as examples that should not be recognized by the system).

Correlations between the recognition accuracy scores and ratings of valence, arousal, and intensity obtained for each stimulus (in the UK and Sweden) revealed that intensity and arousal were positively associated between themselves and with recognition accuracy, at both sites. Our finding of a positive correlation between ratings of intensity and arousal in the auditory modality are in line with what was found by O'Reilly et al. ([@CR27]) in the visual modality, and with the results of Bänziger et al. ([@CR4]) across both the visual and auditory modalities, confirming that the arousal and intensity dimensions are strongly associated across modalities. The finding that intensity and arousal correlated with the recognition of emotional voice stimuli is novel, since correlations between recognition scores and ratings of intensity and arousal were not performed as part of previous validation studies in which ratings of both arousal and intensity were collected (Belin et al., [@CR5]; Liu & Pell, [@CR23]), and it suggests that perceived arousal and intensity in the voice could be important cues to the affective state of another. However, it is noteworthy that for certain emotions (e.g., *bored*, *disappointed*, *joking*), the correlations between recognition scores and dimensional ratings (arousal, intensity, valence) were not significant, which suggests that arousal, intensity, and valence are only a crucial factor in emotion recognition accuracy for certain emotions.

To enhance the ecological validity of the emotional vocal stimuli collected for the EU-Emotion Voice Database, we carefully selected professional actors capable of plausibly enacting emotions. Although there might be some differences between the vocal utterances of acted versus experienced emotions (Douglas-Cowie, Campbell, Cowie, & Roach, [@CR6]), we believe that our careful selection of skilled actors (i.e., actors capable of acting in a naturalistic way) minimized those differences. Importantly, to produce the voice stimuli of the EU-Emotion Voice Database, we recruited the largest number of actors ever employed in an emotional voice database (see Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}), including children and adult actors of both genders. This allowed for increased individual variability in the created emotional voice stimuli, which will be a useful feature for a database training digital devices through machine learning. In addition, this feature might also be important for the experimental study of emotional prosody perception across development, since children could be better at recognizing emotions in peer-aged voice stimuli than in adult voice stimuli. Indeed, although this hypothesis has not yet been tested, in the visual modality, Easter et al. ([@CR7]) showed that adolescents were better at recognizing the facial expressions of adolescents than the facial expressions of adults (see also Somerville, Fani, & McClure-Tone, [@CR36]).

The EU-Emotion Voice Database has a number of limitations. First, although emotional voice stimuli were collected in three different languages, a statistical comparison of the validated stimuli across cultures was not possible, due to variation in the experimental parameters across collection sites (i.e., the number of emotions expressed and the intensity levels of expression, number of emotional voice stimuli per emotion category, and number and demographic properties of the participants who participated in the validation). Second, the numbers of stimuli obtained for each of the emotion categories varied within and across sites (*N* stimuli per emotion category expressed at high/normal intensity: 23 to 42 in the UK, 23 to 52 in Sweden, 6 to 42 in Israel), reducing the interpretability of the differences between emotion categories. Finally, to be validated, the emotional voice stimuli were split among a number of surveys in each country (20 in the UK, 30 in Sweden, and 34 in Israel). Each survey thus included only a selection of the emotional voice stimuli. As a result, survey respondents judged only a subset of the emotional stimuli, which means that there was a degree of heterogeneity in respondents between surveys. In addition, in each country the actors did not enact all emotion categories, but only a subset of those emotion categories that depended on which script they received (see the supplementary material, Table [A](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}). This was necessary in order to collect the vast amount of data included in the EU-Emotion Voice Database, but it constrained the type and number of possible data analyses. Finally, the emotional voice stimuli were recorded from actors reading scripts, and not from natural emotional speech. As was outlined by Douglas-Cowie et al. ([@CR6]), this is a limitation. Indeed, read speech is distinct from spoken speech (Johns-Lewis, [@CR19]), and lacking context can lead actors to express emotion in a caricatured way.

Nevertheless, the EU-Emotional Voice Database will be particularly useful for future studies investigating the perception of emotional prosody, in that it extends previous emotional databases in its number of emotional voice stimuli (2,159), the number and type of emotion categories (20+ neutral), and the number of actors (18); see Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. It is also the only emotional voice database to date that has included emotional voice stimuli in three different languages (British English, Swedish, and Hebrew; see Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}) from both child and adult actors.

Because the EU-Emotion Voice Database matches the number of emotions and expression intensities that are also part of the EU-Emotion Stimulus Set (O'Reilly et al., [@CR27]), the EU-Emotion materials provide a pool of stimuli portraying emotion in the auditory modality that can be used in conjunction with the visual emotional stimuli (i.e., facial expressions, body language, social scenes). This matching of materials will allow for research into cross-modal deficits of emotion recognition that are present in certain clinical conditions (e.g., autism, but also anorexia, depression, or schizophrenia: Golan, Sinai-Gavrilov, & Baron-Cohen, [@CR15]; Hoekert, Kahn, Pijnenborg, & Aleman, [@CR18]; Kan, Mimura, Kamijima, & Kawamura, [@CR20]; Kucharska-Pietura, Nikolaou, Masiak, & Treasure, [@CR22]) and provide the unique possibility to move recognition assessment and expression training beyond basic emotions toward complex and difficult states.
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ESM 1(DOCX 15 kb) Table AScript A and B listing the sentences said by the actors for each emotional category. In yellow, we indicate the sentences that were semantically congruent with the emotion of interest. (DOCX 34 kb) Table BItem level summary table of validation data in the UK. Stimuli are ordered from the least to the best recognized for each emotional category. In yellow, we indicate the sentences that were semantically congruent with the emotion of interest. (XLSX 157 kb) Table CItem level summary table of validation data in Sweden. Stimuli are ordered from the least to the best recognized for each emotional category. In yellow, we indicate the sentences that were semantically congruent with the emotion of interest. (XLSX 215 kb) Table DItem level summary table of validation data in Israel. Stimuli are ordered from the least to the best recognized for each emotional category. In yellow, we indicate the sentences that were semantically congruent with the emotion of interest. (XLSX 105 kb) Table ESummary of the validation data including mean, range and median chancecorrected recognition rates (CCR) as well as mean valence, arousal and intensity (when applicable) for all emotions (per intensity of expression when applicable, and separately depending on whether the sentence was semantically meaningful or semantically neutral) for each site (tabulation 1: UK, tabulation 2: Sweden, tabulation 3: Israel). SD refers to standard deviation. (XLSX 65 kb) Table FAverage duration of the emotional voice stimuli per emotion category in the UK (left) and in Sweden (right). SD refers to standard deviation. (XLSX 36 kb)

Freely available to download: [www.autismresearchcentre.com/arc_tests](http://www.autismresearchcentre.com/arc_tests).

*Social scenes* refer to short videos extracted from popular television series, featuring an emotional state that can only be identified from contextual visual cues (the speech is blurred).

Most of the British English speaking actors had also been used in the production of emotional face stimuli and emotional body stimuli, as part of the EU-Emotion Stimulus Set (O'Reilly et al., [@CR27], Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). The same code names was used.

*Jealous* and *neutral* were not recorded in Israel.

*Sneaky* has two different possible translations in Swedish (*busig* and *lömsk*), and those translations have very different meanings (*busig* approximately corresponding to *rowdy*, *lömsk* corresponding to *sinister*), neither of which is a straight or unambiguous translation of *sneaky*. As a result, the *sneaky* stimuli were not recorded in Sweden.

The "none-of-the-above" option was selected at rates of 10% in UK, 15% in Sweden, and 4% in Israel.

Table [E](#MOESM6){ref-type="media"} (tabulation 1--3, supplementary materials) presents the emotion level tables for each site, with stimuli further subdivided on the basis of whether they consisted of semantically neutral or semantically meaningful sentences. Note that, as expected, semantically meaningful sentences are often recognized better than semantically neutral sentences. This is particularly true for certain emotions (e.g., jealousy), indicating that recognizing those emotions may be highly reliant on semantic information.

Unfortunately, emotion recognition accuracy scores determined by human performance were not available in Polzin and Waibel ([@CR31]) for each individual emotion (happy, afraid, angry, and sad). This slightly undermines the comparison, since our recognition scores, in contrast, were obtained on the basis of human performance.

*Jealous* was not recorded in Israel.
